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Work Health & Safety Feature

innovations in
While safety at work is managed
by practical and safe systems
and products, HIA Safety Services
is going high-tech.
t the heart of the Work Health
& Safety (WHS) Act is the
reasonable expectation that
when anyone walks out their
door in the morning to go to work,
they will not die or be injured in a
workplace accident. WHS is about
keeping people safe.
In 1972, a UK Occupational Health
& Safety (OHS) enquiry, the Robens
Enquiry, identified a lack of
participation as a contributor to
workplace accidents or, as Lord Robens
said: ‘The primary responsibility for
doing something about the present levels
of occupational accidents and disease
lies with those who create the risk and
those who work with them.’
The Robens Enquiry has been the
basis for all OHS laws in Australia since,
and in January 2012 the Commonwealth,
states and territories of Australia agreed
to implement nationally harmonised
WHS legislation. The aim of this was,

A

safety

among others, to create efficiencies for
governments in the provision of WHS
services, and to address compliance and
regulatory burdens for those working
across more than one state/territory.
Nonetheless, the new WHS is a
minefield of more stringent regulations,
where the consequences of noncompliance can be devastating for a
small-to-medium residential building
industry business. HIA Safety Services,
set up in 2006, helped ease the
regulatory burden for members and tick
all the boxes on compliance.
The HIA service provides safety
solutions, systems and products on a feefor-service basis to residential and
commercial builders, contractors,
manufacturers and suppliers in the home
building industry.
Now, HIA is expanding its role from
simply being responsive and regulation
driven, to proactively manage all safety
needs – as a one-stop-shop, safety
services business partner. Taking the
Robens Enquiry findings literally, HIA
is directly taking on ‘the primary
responsibility for doing something’ and
expanding to be able to manage every
aspect of a member’s WHS issues.
Already moving from simply a ‘frontend transactional’ service, HIA now

plays more of a relationship consultancy
role, providing new, ongoing valuable
services to members such as on-site
auditing, inducting contractors, doing
site-specific safety plans etc., and
providing educational opportunities such
as toolbox talks and more. So a member
doesn’t just buy one product, but can
now look to HIA as their indispensable
safety partner to provide ongoing
support. And with options to expand
HIA’s already successful use in other
areas of webinars, video conferences
online etc. – where access to workshops
and further information is made easier
for those for whom geographical
location generally restricts or prevents
such opportunity – there’s a wealth of
information to be gained.
To help with this, HIA is introducing
a high-tech initiative which will
completely revolutionise the way
members go about their safety
compliance, making it as simple as,
for example, scanning a QR code to
perform their on-site induction on
their smartphone.
Using QR codes – the barcode icons
now commonly seen on advertising and
which allow a user to go directly to that
advertiser’s site – contractors will be
able to come on site, use their
smartphone to scan a WHS QR code
which the builder has put on their site
sign, and immediately launch the site
induction sheet on that phone.
Called HIA Safety Services Safe
Scan, members using the new system
will be able to go through a checklist for
compliance and fulfill their professional
obligations, even being able to physically
sign on the phone. This will then go to
the appropriate staff in that building
company, or to HIA, who will be able to
manage the reporting on a member’s
behalf, and the system will provide a
body of evidence that the contractors
have actually inducted themselves. A
win-win situation. With record keeping
and evidence of induction a key
requirement of compliance, this system
captures everything immediately and
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securely. There are also plans to provide
access to a site-specific plan in this way.
With the digital revolution touching
the lives of virtually every business
around the globe, HIA is definitely
ahead of the pack, and expects to launch
the HIA Safety Services Safe Scan in
December. To find out more, call
1300 650 620.
Clearly, increased WHS legislation in
recent years has seen worksite safety
evolve to be a key priority for businesses
across the construction industry.
Creating a safe working environment not
only contributes to the success of a
business but is one of the best ways to
retain staff and maximise productivity.
With such a strong emphasis on safety,
it’s important to ensure workers have the
correct gear and equipment and are
complying with strict safety guidelines.
The Australian personal protective
equipment (PPE) market has an
estimated revenue of $650 million
dollars and is driven by the increased
demand for hearing, face, eyes, head and
respiratory safety protection equipment.
There is also increased variety in more
traditional pieces such as protective
clothing, gloves and footwear. And the
resurgence of housing starts and
renovations in many states is expected to
fuel further market growth in coming
years, says Home Timber & Hardware
buyer, Shy Jachimowicz.
Home Timber & Hardware has
responded to demand and has a large
range of safety equipment. ‘We work
with tradies every day and we know how
important worksite safety is,’ Shy says.
‘The industry has come a long way from
where it was even five years ago with
regard to workplace safety and we’re

always looking for the best products to
protect our clients.
‘Customers should always check the
equipment they are purchasing is going to
cover their needs and protect them fully,’
he advises. ‘One of our most popular
items in the disposable respiratory range
is the market-leading Unisafe P2 carbon
valved respirator, offering P2 protection
with the added protection against fumes
and odours. Complemented by the
Protector range of half-face respirators
and filters, the Protector and Unisafe
branded products meet all the required
Australian standards,’ he says.
When it comes to safety, addressing
and preventing the risks of work at
height is not negotiable, says Speedsafe
Australia Pty Ltd. The risk goes beyond
codes of practice or guidelines and is
mandated by WHS legislation in all
Australian jurisdictions, particularly
under the new ‘harmonised laws’ (for
example, the Work Health & Safety Acts
in NSW, QLD, SA, ACT, NT and Tas).
To ignore this can lead to some pretty
serious penalties, or worse still – injuries
or death.
Speedsafe Australia is an entirely
Australian-owned company focusing on
temporary guardrail and edge protection
systems, which can help meet your
duties to the law and more importantly
your workers, contractors and yourself
when working at heights, such as during
wall and roof construction. Speedsafe
says its products are Australian-designed
and made, as well as tested and certified
to Standard AS/NZS 4994–2009.
Whether work is commercial or
domestic, Speedsafe produces compact,
lightweight, and durable systems, which
suit a multitude of construction methods.

Speedsafe says it strives to incorporate
fast, simple, tool-less and mechanical
fixing to help you get on with the job, as
well as being cost-effective without
compromising safety or cutting corners.
From first-floor framing protection to
universal systems, Speedsafe aims to
keep its modular systems innovative,
interchangeable and adaptable. They will
do the job they were designed to do,
saving you the headache of having to
manage inferior or mismatched systems.
Another scaffolding solution is
Molecular Scaffold Sales. With so many
options available for scaffolding in
Australia’s market today, Molecular says
it’s important to note the differences
between products.
Molecular Scaffold Sales has long been
a leader in the scaffold industry owing to
its ongoing research and development,
which has enabled Molecular to offer
many benefits on its product range at no
extra cost to end users.
The benefits include:
• a fully tested and WorkSafe-registered
rating of 450kg (not 225kg) on all
aluminium mobile towers; full RHS
platform sub-frame (not suspended
cross members); solid/bolt-on
platform hooks (not twopiece/riveted); welded brace couplings
(not riveted); and universal platforms,
allowing for both solid and ladder
access applications in the one platform
• a galvanised steel frame scaffold
system at 1225mm wide (not
1310mm) so there is not a 85mm gap
in their platform – a huge WHS risk
and a size that does not comply with
Australian Standards (that is, a
maximum 10mm gap between boards).
According to Molecular it is also the
only company to have the fully tested
and patented SafeMate which enables
the installer to set up a handrail to an
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upper deck from below during the
installation process. Finally, as the
original innovators, Molecular stands
by its popular Scaffold Trailer Pack,
which it says is the only practical, userfriendly pack available in a huge range
of sizes in today’s market.

A scaffolding solution with a
difference is SSS Roof Scaffold’s
Worksmart Platform, an award-winning,
passive fall prevention system which the
company says is a strong, safe and secure
solution to working on sloping roofs.
The SSS Roof Scaffold System has
been providing a safe working
environment for all trades for more than
10 years, with the added benefit that the
scaffold can be quickly fixed to existing
roof structures in less than 10 minutes.
According to SSS Roof Scaffold, once
the Worksmart Platform system is
installed with handrails and planks, it
provides a safe working platform and
perimeter fall protection, negating the
need for additional harnesses, positioning,
or fall arrest systems.
The entirely modular system is durable
and made from hot-dipped galvanised
steel. The main components are the
professional contractor bracket (adjustable
to suit roof pitch from 22–45 degrees),
hand rail support, and end protection that
can also double as a workbench mount.

All components are easily folded up into a
compact, lightweight package that is easy
to transport.
The various mounting options can be
used on all types of roofs (tile, iron, slate)
without damage to the surface or
compromising the waterproofing of the
roof, and the professional contractor
brackets can also be used to permanently
mount plant and machinery such as
HVAC plant, solar panels or hot water
services on a pitched roof.
The Worksmart Platform is designed
specifically for all trades who want to work
safely on roofs, reducing the risk of falls
and helping to minimise the costs associated
with workplace accidents and injuries.
The SSS Roof Scaffold System has
been load tested to Australian and New
Zealand Standards (AS/NZS 1576 series)
and complies with WHS Legislation.
Australian and International patents apply.
Finally, not just a scaffold system
but a complete franchise-come-training
program is Buildsafe. The brainchild
of Melbourne-based builder and
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business owner, Peter Horton, who
saw a niche in the building industry,
Peter began designing and
manufacturing an innovative
scaffolding alternative that would
revolutionise the way builders build.
After partnering with south east
Queenslanders Grant Edwards and Milton
Young in 2003, the trio worked with key
people in the industry to develop products
that would facilitate a faster, safer, build.
The end result was a high quality,
lightweight alternative, enabling

traditional scaffold to be onsite for half of
the time it used to be, offering easier site
access and reducing on site clutter.
To complement the product, Buildsafe
designed an in-house training program
for staff, ensuring high quality
workmanship is maintained as well as
providing the opportunity for unskilled
labourers to develop a career in safety.
Providing a fall protection system
that’s fast to install and dismantle, the
business grew quickly and now has a
dedicated and experienced team of more
than 200 employees and a fleet of over
70 bright orange vehicles.
‘Our growth is a result of a total
commitment to customer service and
constant innovation of hassle-free
products that builders love to work with,’
Milton Young says.
One of Buildsafe’s first employees
went out on his own in 2013 to launch
the first franchise, Buildsafe Gladstone.
After witnessing his phenomenal success,
the company has opened in another five
locations, with another planned for

Newcastle before 2015 and then in
Sydney soon after. With strong branding
and a reliable product Buildsafe plans to
grow the business nationally with its
proven franchise system. H
For more information:
Buildsafe – call 1300 558 027
or visit www.buildsafe.net.au
HIA Safety Services –
call 1300 650 620 or visit
www.hia.com.au/en/productsservices/
safetyservices.aspx
Home Timber & Hardware –
call 1300 889 449 or visit
www.homehardware.com.au
Molecular Scaffold Sales –
call 0422 687 187 or visit
www.molecularscaffoldsales.com.au
Speedsafe Australia Pty Ltd –
visit www.speedsafe.com.au
SSS Roof Scaffold – call
1300 306 069 or visit
www.sssscaffold.com

